It all starts and ends in the garage: that project you’re
planning, a day in the sun, or a weekend getaway.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

For people who see their garage as a launchpad for adventure and as
a place to get work done, Garage Smart is the home automation and
organization solution that reduces clutter and produces easy access
to tools, recreation equipment and sports gear while maximizing floor
space. Powered by smartphone apps, Garage Smart lifting solutions
and accessories add functionality, simplicity and satisfaction to any
garage space.
At Garage Smart our founder, Jerome Miles, and team have designed
products that will fundamentally change the way you experience and
use your garage space through innovative solutions to overhead storage
and everyday tooling needs.
Our vision of a smart and usable garage begins with our smart motorized
overhead lifting solutions. We have developed lifting products for almost
anything you can imagine from motorized smart lofts, bikes, paddle
sport equipment, to kids’ ride on toys, and so much more.
In continuing with the idea of a smart garage through the development
of smart products that handle your everyday needs, we started
developing a new line of smart garage products that turned into a full
suite of overhead smart garage products. We’ve developed all these
products to meet your everyday garage needs, and with your ease of
use in mind. Our goal is to develop smart products that are easy to
install and use, all while providing you with a functional, organized, and
usable garage space. This led us to create the Smart Track mounting
system. These products are designed to meet the majority of garage
product and storage needs and are a must for anybody that aspires to
have a smart garage.
We are constantly adding to our product lineup and improving our
current products, and we will continue to develop easy to install
systems. Our engineering team has created an exciting product
roadmap, which will allow us to continue to release new smart products
for the next several years. Stay tuned to see what we create next!

Q&A
What Is The MyLifter?

How Long Is The MyLifter’s Cable?

The MyLifter is a smart winch used for
overhead garage storage. It is the main
component in all of our lifting kits. The
winch is controlled with a smartphone or
tablet.

The Lifter cable length is approximately 24
feet. This allows you to hoist items on
ceiling heights ranging from 8 to 16 ft.
when using the included pulley or bracket.

How Much Weight Can The MyLifter
Lift?

How Does The MyLifter Compare To
Other Overhead Garage Storage
Systems?

The MyLifter is engineered to lift 50 lbs. by
itself. When it is combined with the pulley
accessory, the maximum lifting capacity
increases to 100 lbs. Also, Lifters are
designed to work together to lift heavier
objects. Link up four Lifters to lift up to
400 lbs.

The MyLifter turns regular overhead
garage storage into motorized overhead
garage storage. Each system eliminates
heavy lifting and allows you to store your
belongings in the unused space in your
garage.

What Devices Is The MyLifter App
Compatible With?

Where Can Garage Smart Products
Be Purchased?

The majority of iOS/Android Devices.

We sell and ship in the United States at
GarageSmart.com

Basic Lifter
The Basic Lifter is a motorized hoist designed for overhead garage
storage. It is controlled with your smart device, allowing you to safely
store your items off the garage floor and onto the ceiling, without
lifting more than a finger. It is smart, easy to use, and most
importantly it's safe.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS

Universal Lifter
The Universal Lifter adapts to your garage storage needs. It is
versatile, balanced, and safe. Store your cargo carrier, kids ride
on toy, bike, paddle sports gear, and more.

Multi-Bike Lifter
The Multi-Bike Lifter is your solution for garage bike storage. It
keeps your bikes safe and secure, while allowing you to access
them whenever you’re ready to ride.

Platform Lifter
The Platform Lifter is a motorized garage storage lift. It is your
solution for keeping your items organized, elevated, and safe.
Use it to store your equipment, outdoor gear, boxes, holiday
decorations, outdoor gear, and more.

Hard Top Lifter
The Hard Top Lifter is the best way to remove your Jeep® top. It
is quick, easy, and safe. The internal lock won't slip or fall,
keeping you, your family, and your vehicle protected. You'll be
free to cruise in a matter of minutes. Enjoy your Jeep® more!
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